ABSTRACT 5G systems are envisioned to support numerous delay-sensitive applications such as the tactile Internet, mobile gaming, and augmented reality. Such applications impose new demands on service providers in terms of the quality of service (QoS) provided to the end-users. Achieving these demands in mobile 5G-enabled networks represent a technical and administrative challenge. One of the solutions proposed is to provide cloud computing capabilities at the edge of the network. In such vision, services are cloudified and encapsulated within the virtual machines or containers placed in cloud hosts at the network access layer. To enable ultrashort processing times and immediate service response, fast instantiation, and migration of service instances between edge nodes are mandatory to cope with the consequences of user's mobility. This paper surveys the techniques proposed for service migration at the edge of the network. We focus on QoS-aware service instantiation and migration approaches, comparing the mechanisms followed and emphasizing their advantages and disadvantages. Then, we highlight the open research challenges still left unhandled.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the exponential increase in the number of mobile users, the innovation of new sophisticated real-time services, and the ever-increasing proliferation of smart wireless devices, current cellular wireless networks will have to advance in various ways to fulfill the presumptions and challenges of the near future. It is commonly assumed that the next generation of cellular wireless networks, referred generically as 5G networks, must address six vectors that are not effectively addressed by the currently deployed 4G: higher capacity, higher data rate, lower end-to-end latency, massive device connectivity, reduced cost, and consistent Quality-of-Experience (QoE) provisioning [1] , [2] . To meet these requirements and to overcome the new challenges facing 5G systems, a drastic change in the design of cellular infrastructures is needed. One of the changes proposed is to extend cloud computing to the edge of the network, providing resources, services and computing capabilities from close
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Khalil Afzal. proximity to the end users. This implementation is usually considered to take one of three forms. They are Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC), Cloudlet-Based Paradigm (CBP) and Fog Computing (FC) [3] .
Multi-access Edge Computing, previously known as Mobile Edge Computing, moves the computing capabilities of the network to the edge, within the Radio Access Network (RAN) and closer to mobile subscribers [4] . The MEC paradigm is proposed for the upcoming 5G systems, to enable support for delay-sensitive applications such as tactile Internet, mobile gaming, and augmented reality. Such applications push new requirements to service provisioning in terms of QoE for the end-user. In this context, to enable ultrashort processing times and immediate service response, fast instantiation and migration of service instances between edge nodes is mandatory to cope with the consequences of user's mobility.
In the Cloudlet-Based Paradigm, the Cloudlet is defined as ''a trusted, resource-rich computer or cluster of computers that's well-connected to the Internet and available for use by nearby mobile devices'' [5] . In the Cloudlet-Based as a term that encompasses all three concepts Fog Computing, Multi-access Edge Computing, and Cloudlet-Based environments.
Following, in section II, we explain the concept of service migration in general. While section III describes the difficulties facing migration process, in section IV, we explain how QoS is preserved in a Virtualized Edge, focusing on QoS-aware service migration and detailing the methodologies followed, their advantages and disadvantages. The simulation platforms that support Virtual Machine (VM) migration are detailed and compared in section V. The following section VI summarizes the challenges unhandled by the proposed approaches. We then provide some future directions in section VII. The section VIII is dedicated for the conclusions. Finally, a bibliography is in the last section.
II. SERVICE MIGRATION CONCEPT
Services in a virtualized environment are typically encapsulated in virtual machines or containers. A VM running on a first physical host can be migrated to another physical host. The migration process encompasses the transfer of the persistent state of the VM (i.e. its file system), the transfer of the volatile state of the VM (i.e. Random Access Memory (RAM) contents and Central Processing Unit (CPU) state), and the redirection of network traffic [10] . The different phases of the service migration process are depicted in Figure 1 . Service migration procedures can be classified into different categories based on different criteria, which we analyze in the following paragraphs. 
A. BASED ON THE SERVICE TYPE
Service migration can be classified according to the service type into stateful and stateless migration. Stateless migration does not move the application running states, it only redirects the user requests to a new instance of the service, located on another server. On the contrary, stateful migration involves moving running applications together with its execution states (memory pages and kernel context). The former is applicable for applications which do not keep state for users. However, for interactive services, such as active safety warning, mobile multimedia, and mobile online gaming, it is very likely that the application needs to keep some state for each user. Thus, stateful migration is required [11] .
B. BASED ON THE SERVICE STATUS DURING THE MIGRATION
We can identify live migrations and cold migrations. i) Live migrations describe the process of copying a VM from one hypervisor host to another hypervisor host, while the VM is still executing [12] . Live migration should be transparent to the guest Operating System (OS), its applications, and to the remote users of the VM [14] . Two predominant techniques exist, which are: pre-copy live migration, and post-copy live migration [15] . The pre-copy approach involves transferring the memory of the VM from a source to a destination through several iterations before the VM is restarted, whilst the postcopy approach only sends the Virtual CPU (vCPU) and the device state to the destination at an initial stage. Subsequent pages are only sent on demand while the VM is running on the destination host [16] . Most virtualization environments support live migration, allowing administrators to move a VM between physical hosts within a Local Area Network (LAN) platform, without greatly disrupting service (e.g., XenMotion, VMware vMotion, KVM Live Migration ) [4] . ii) Cold migration describes the process through which the service is paused or terminated while the VM states are transferred. The advantage of this type of migration lies in its low complexity. However, it may incur a significant service downtime, since the VM states can comprise vCPU, memory, disk, and network, requiring the transfer of several Gigabytes of data [12] . The work-flows of Cold, pre-copy and post-copy migrations are illustrated in Figure 2 a, b, and c subsequently.
C. BASED ON THE MIGRATION TRIGGERING TIME
Based on this criteria, we can distinguish two categories, reactive and proactive. This classification is usually solely related to the VE environment. A reactive approach which requires migrating a service instance from one edge node to another following the movement of its user. When a user moves out of the coverage area of a serving edge node, the MEC paradigm needs to first find out the most suitable target edge (i.e., both in terms of geographical proximity and resource availability) to host the service candidate to be migrated. Once the target edge is found, the migration process is initiated.
In proactive approaches, the service replication is performed based on predicting beforehand where the user is heading. Thus, the replica is migrated and deployed in the neighboring edge nodes before the user is in the coverage area of these edges. In this approach, the service is readily available if the handover to the target edge node is necessary. Long migration times required by on-demand service relocation could be drastically reduced, but miss-prediction will waste resources [13] .
D. BASED ON THE SERVICE ENCAPSULATION
A service application is often encapsulated into its own selfsufficient and pre-configured environment for easy distribution. Current examples of such an environment are the well established hypervisor-based VMs, or the more recent technique, containers. Both technologies allow the creation and running of multiple isolated guest environments on top of a host OS. The main difference between the two technologies is that VMs fully emulate virtual hardware, and run a fullblown OS, whereas containers directly share the hardware and kernel with their guests. On the VM side, a hypervisor makes isolated virtualized slices of the hardware available. There are generally two types of hypervisors: ''Type '' runs directly on the bare metal of the hardware, while ''Type 2'' runs as an additional layer of software within a standard OS [17] .
Containers, in contrast, make available protected virtual partitions of the operating system. Two containers can run on the same operating system without knowing that they are sharing resources because each has separate abstracted networking layer, processes and so on [17] . Additionally, containers avoid the overhead due to virtualized hardware requested by hypervisor-based virtualization, thus enabling fast initialization and dense deployment of services, as experimented in [18] . To network applications, the consequence is that containers occupy much less resources and have lower virtualization overhead (i.e., latency, CPU cycles, memory waste, jitter) than VMs, leading to increased performance and deployment density in MEC scenarios. As a drawback, containers are much less adaptable, e.g., a Linux container cannot run on a Windows server [11] , and applications relying on specific kernel features cannot be deployed to all hosts (even if the OS is of the same flavor). This limitation is a serious drawback to MEC scenarios as the MEC hosts must be compatible with the guest, and the handover decision process must take this aspect into consideration.
III. SERVICE MIGRATION DIFFICULTIES
Service migration faces many difficulties. The fundamental problem facing VMs migration between hosts is the need to stop them, even if it is only for a short time. This might not have a big effect on services that are not accessed by users during that time. However, it significantly impacts running services on the VMs being moved during the live migration. Two performance parameters are crucial in this situation, namely downtime (i.e. the amount of time the VM will be stopped during the migration), and total migration time which is the time needed to complete the whole process of VM migration. This process encompasses the following steps: 1) Establish connectivity (e.g., layer 2 for intra-datacenter operations) between the hosts. 2) Transfer the whole disk state.
3) Transfer the memory state of the VM to the target host as the source continues running without interruption. 4) Once the disk state and most of the memory states have been transferred, freeze the VM execution for the final transition of remaining memory dirty pages and processor states to the target server [20] . In some scenarios, where storage access is not unified or at least not federated, the entire disk image may need to be transferred and provisioned at the destination. This situation is highly sub-optimal and will present a serious performance limitation. For a standard Linux system, this rapidly implies a few more Gigabytes of data, with the respective delay imposed by the bandwidth available between the origin and destination. This imposes heavy traffic load to the network connection and results in significant service blackouts as analyzed in [19] . For service supporting high mobility, where frequent migration may be required, this approach is not advised. Live migration of memory is one of the key problems in LAN migration since in many well-designed scenarios the disk state of the VM is accessible (or transferable) at both the source and destination machines (e.g. via shared storage). Especially because, although storage can be centralized, memory is always local and must always move. The first stage of the migration is called iterative pre-copy, which iteratively copies the memory pages of the VM from the source to the destination. Since the application is still running uninterrupted during this stage, memory pages may get dirtied after they are copied. Hence, after each round, all newly dirtied pages are re-sent in the next round. The iterative process continues to the point where the residual dirty state is considered ''small''. At this point, the source VM is paused and the residual state is finally sent over. The destination VM can resume execution starting from where the source VM has paused [21] .
In the Wide Area Network (WAN) case, the Internet Protocol (IP) address of the VM must change since the destination host is part of a different network subnet; maintaining network transparency is, therefore, more difficult. A similar problem exists in traditional IP-based networks due to user mobility, and the need to change user IP address. This is traditionally solved using triangle routing techniques such as in Mobile IP [22] . However, such approaches result in transferring packets through longer paths leading to additional delays. These mechanisms are not suitable for edge computing environments where the main motive for migration is reducing application latency. Additionally, when considering moving a VM across WANs, low bandwidth and high latency over network connections may drastically degrade the performance of the VM migration and consequently the QoS/QoE levels of applications [20] .
IV. QOS AWARENESS IN THE VIRTUALIZED EDGE
The term QoS describes certain characteristics of the service provided to users such as availability, packet loss, bit rate, throughput, delay, reliability and jitter. Numerous factors influence the overall delay experienced by the end user. These are 1) transmission delay: is the time required for transmitting the task and results packets, and the time these packets spend traveling between the user and the edge server [23] , 2) queuing scheduling delay which defines the time the tasks await in a buffer or queue before it is processed and it grows exponentially with resource utilization [25] , 3) processing delay which is the task execution time at the MEC node [24] 4) propagation delay. In a three-layer cloud computing system, the overall delay is defined as the summation of computation and communication delays, where communication delay encompasses communication latency over the radio between the User Equipment (UE) and the edge node, and backhaul latency from the edge node to the cloud. Meanwhile, the computation delay is dependent on the queuing system used and is the summation of queuing time and task execution time [26] - [28] . Additionally, the term service response time identify the time elapsed since a user sends a task and he receives a result.
A principal contributor to service quality degradation in environments with virtualized edges is users' mobility. When the user moves away from the edge node providing the service, the communication delay will increase accordingly.
Many techniques have been proposed in literature with the aim at maintaining an optimal quality of service for mobile users in VE environments such as a) path selection with handovers [29] , b) user-based inter-cloud service migration [30] , and c) service migration [31] .
The mechanism of Path Selection with Handovers (PSwH) was first proposed in [29] . This approach focuses on finding the optimal communication path between the mobile user and the cloud enhanced small-cell, also referred to as small cell eNodeB (SCeNBs or cloudlet). The authors distinguish the computing cell where the computation tasks are performed from the serving cell which is the attachment point with the user. The serving SCeNBs are the gateway nodes. Each gateway distributes the offloaded computation data to a number of the computing cells through the network infrastructure.
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The serving cell is selected as the SCeNB with the highest RSSI. If the user moves during computation or if the radio channel and backhaul link load or quality change, the serving cell is updated. Thus, the proposed scheme forces the UE to perform handover if it leads to shortening of data transfer time and better quality of service [29] .
On the contrary to this approach, where the management is the provider responsibility, the mechanism proposed in [30] , referred to as User-Side Cloud Service Management (UCSM), is dependent on the user for management. The UCSM process is divided into two phases (pre-interaction and post-interaction phases). In the pre-interaction phase, the user selects a service from the available services and in the post-interaction phase, the user monitors the selected service by using the early warning framework to verify that the desired or promised QoS levels are maintained. If the user determines that the selected service fails to meet these QoS levels, it needs to take appropriate steps for service management to ensure the achievement of the desired outcomes. The UCSM framework consists of three modules, namely: (1) service monitoring; (2) QoS forecasting and early warning; and (3) decision-making.
Service migration approaches depend on moving cloud services between edge nodes so that the service can get closer to mobile subscribers, thus minimizing the communication delay. Follow-Me Cloud (FMC) [32] was one of the first approaches to exploit this notion to reduce latency experienced by mobile users. FMC enables migrating virtual instances, hosting services, across federated Data Centers (DCs) or edge nodes in unison with the user's movements, to enhance the quality of service offered to the user.
A combination of PSwH and service migration is proposed in [33] , where the dynamic nature of the system is handled by first predicting the user's movement, and then exploiting this prediction for dynamic VM placement before the UE starts offloading. Thus, minimizing the delay since VM migration, if done while offloading is in progress, would increase the offloading delay. In [33] , however, when the UE starts offloading its task, the VM will be already prepared at the suitable eNB. From the perspective of latency, the suitable eNB would be the eNB with the highest SINR, as the channel quality directly relates to the communication channel capacity. Then, the UE exploits the PSwH algorithm enhanced with mobility prediction, to select a suitable communication path (i.e., the serving eNB) in order to further reduce offloading delay. Cooperation is achieved by starting the algorithm for dynamic VM placement in-between offloading of two consecutive tasks, when certain radio conditions are met (SINR is below a given threshold). This takes advantage of both approaches (VM migration and PSwH).
It must be noticed that the offloading delay perceived by users is the sum of the communication delay (uplink and downlink), ingress/egress delay in the interfaces, and the computational delay. Ingress and egress delay are related to the specificities of the communication technology at a lower layer and are not specific to these scenarios. Most approaches that rely on the previously mentioned mechanisms (PSwH, UCSM, and VM migration) try to reduce latency by reducing the communication delay between the user and the VE. On the other hand, there are techniques that aim to minimize the overall delay by minimizing the computation delay such as, job scheduling [34] , [35] , latency-aware edge node selection [36] - [40] , optimizing edge host placement [41] , [42] , and dynamic resource management [43] .
In this paper we restrict our study on service migration approach in the virtualized edge environment, focusing on QoS-aware migrations, reviewing the methodologies proposed and discussing the challenges facing them. We then highlight issues and problems kept unresolved.
A. QOS-SPECIFIC SERVICE MIGRATION ISSUES
Traditional service migrations normally occurring between different data centers are usually triggered for purposes such as power consumption reduction [44] - [46] , optimizing resources utilization [47] - [49] , load balancing [50] , or as a resilience mechanism [10] . In contrast, the VE environment stresses out the importance of QoS often considering delay a principal indicator. Therefore, most works aiming at sustaining QoS are delay-oriented.
Service degradation in VE is mostly a consequence of users' mobility where the increased distance between the service edge host and the mobile user will lead to more delay. Thus, instigating the orchestrator or edge manager to perform service instantiation in a location closer to the user. This notion was first proposed in Follow Me Edge (FME) [20] , [51] , where the service is instantiated in harmony with the user mobility, thus sustaining the QoS by ensuring a minimum distance between the service and the user. The fundamental problem with realizing this FME approach is taking the decision of whether to instantiate/ migrate the service. Another additional hurdle is deciding the optimal timing and placement for the service replica and the total number of the replicas needed to be deployed. The uncertainty in user mobility, as well as possible variation of the migration and transmission costs, complicate taking such decision.
Another problem facing VM migration emerges from the distributed nature of the service infrastructure in the VE, where several edge data centers, that might be owned by different infrastructure providers, should be able to collaborate with each other. It is necessary to develop standards that specify how the different elements of the architecture can collaborate with each other, and also how the VMs can access certain information (e.g. context and host information) regardless of their deployment place [52] .
Managing the VM life-cycle and resource allocation requirements in the edge node is also a critical issue. Due to users' mobility, optimal allocation of the computational resources at the base stations might change over time. QoS can be enhanced by provisioning more resources to the user, instead of migrating the whole service to another edge node. Finding the optimal placement, timing, and the number of replicas can be decided by formulating an optimization problem depicting the trade-off between the benefits and costs of migration procedure [51] . There are already various works, in the areas of FC and MEC, that define and resolve optimization problems, whose goal is to improve the distribution of VMs over a set of edge computation hosts, minimizing a certain metric of resource utilization. These mechanisms also define when VMs need to be replicated, migrated or merged. The following subsection provides an overview of the solutions conducted up until now regarding QoS-aware service migration in VE.
B. QOS-AWARE SERVICE MIGRATION APPROACHES
As mentioned before, most works related to QoS-aware service migration in a VEs environment consider delay as the principal indicator of performance. Some works try to minimize the delay by adding QoS-awareness to the migration decision mechanism. Other works focus instead on the migration mechanism itself, trying to reduce the time needed to migrate the whole service. Following, we discuss both types of approaches.
1) DECISION-MAKING ORIENTED SOLUTIONS
Each VM hosting a service has a different migration cost in terms of resources allocation (such as CPU, memory, and bandwidth), and the duration needed to execute a full migration. This forms the main dilemma facing QoS-aware dynamic service placement/migration in a VE: establishing an optimal balance between the service migration cost and benefits. This is formulated and solved as an optimization problem using different techniques such as Markov Decision Problem (MDP), stochastic shortest path problems, dynamic programming or Lyapunov optimization techniques.
MDP, in particular, was used extensively to formulate the optimization problem for service migration in MEC. For example, [32] proposed an MDP-based model for service migration to implement the concept of Follow Me Cloud [51] . The proposed model allows the formulation of policies that achieve a good trade-off between user QoE and cost incurred by service migration. The main goal was to allow the network controller to optimally decide if a service needs to be migrated or not when the concerned UE is at a certain distance from the source Data Center. Numerical results show that the proposed service migration decision mechanism always achieves the maximum expected gain compared to two other policies, namely the policy that triggers service migration each time a UE enters into a new service area, and the policy that launches service migration only when the UE is on a specific distance from the source Data Center.
The problem with this approach is that it was only simulated considering one dimension (1-D) mobility model. Additionally, the solution is found with standard MDP solution approaches such as value and policy iteration. These standard solutions can become time-consuming when the number of states in the MDP is large [53] .
Dynamic service instantiation to reduce delay for a mobile user was also suggested by other authors [54] . Distance-based MDP was used to model an optimization problem, in order to find the best placement for the new service instance. The authors establish a decoupling property of the MDP that reduces it to two separate MDPs on disjoint state spaces. Then, they design an online control algorithm for the decoupled problems using Lyapunov optimization techniques. The metrics taken into consideration are reconfiguration cost, transmission cost and back-end transmission cost, subject to meeting the average delay constraint. The transmission and reconfiguration costs are defined as a function of the distance (measured by the smallest number of hops) between different cells. The approach was tested against three alternative approaches that include never/always migrate policies and a myopic policy, that chooses actions to minimize the onetimeslot cost, and proved to outperform them. It was also tested using real-world mobility traces and synthetic traces obtained assuming random-walk user mobility.
The algorithm [54] does not require any statistical knowledge of the system parameters and can be implemented efficiently. This contrasts with traditional solution methods (such as dynamic programming) that require extensive statistical knowledge and are computationally prohibitive. The algorithm takes into consideration multiple edges, users, applications and demands on applications, comprising an interesting alternative to the traditional methods.
A threshold policy-based mechanism for service migration in mobile micro-clouds was proposed in [55] . It tries to optimally decide where to migrate the service when the mobile user has moved from one area to another in order to minimize latency. The problem was also modeled as a MDP. The authors proved that the threshold policy is the optimal policy for service migration when the mobile subscriber follows a one-dimensional asymmetric random walk mobility model. A threshold policy means the service is migrated to an edge more closely located to the user, when the distance between the service and user locations exceeds a threshold, and not migrate otherwise. The authors first proved the existence of an optimal threshold policy and then proposed an algorithm with polynomial time-complexity for finding the optimal thresholds.
The polynomial time-complexity used is independent of the discount factor. Thus, different from the standard algorithms for solving MDPs such as value iteration or policy iteration, in which the time-complexity is generally dependent on the discount factor, and they can only be shown to have polynomial time-complexity when the discount factor is regarded as a constant.
The problem with this solution [55] is that the authors neglected migration time, and only considered a 1-D mobility model. However, they extended their work in [56] , [57] , where a distance-based MDP was formulated, in order to design optimal service migration policies following the users' mobility in MEC environments. With this approach, the user VOLUME 7, 2019 conforms to a uniform 2-D random walk mobility model on an infinite space. The cost function considered is restricted to migration cost and transmission cost, which is incurred by the user for connecting to the currently active service instance. That is related to the distance between the service and the user after possible migration. Further works [56] , [57] were also tested against the never-migrate policy, the always migrates policy when the user and the service are at different locations, and the myopic policy. Real-world traces are used, and the results show that the proposed method brings discounted sum costs that are very close to the optimum. It also shows improvement in computation time compared to the policy iteration approaches.
The disadvantage of this enhancement [56] is that it only focuses on choosing if and where to migrate the service considering a single user accessing a single service. It is applicable to multiple users only if they run separate copies of the service. This disadvantage is further amplified because the authors assumed the time to perform migration is negligible when compared to the time-scale of node mobility. In reality, migration can take tens of seconds, while mobility can occur in seconds or milliseconds, especially when considering car or train travelers.
Additionally, distance-based MDP models, in general, do not fully support real-time mobile applications, due to them ruling out vital factors from the migration decision: 1) network state and 2) server state [59] .
Furthermore, the MDP formulation requires that the user mobility has to follow (or at least can be approximated by) a Markov chain model and that the transition probabilities of this chain are known. Moreover, the methods for simplifying and approximating the MDP only work for a specific class of cost functions [53] .
To overcome some of these drawbacks, the authors proposed an alternative approach [58] , where they assumed that the cost is related to a finite set of parameters, which can include the user' locations and preferences, system load, database locations, among several other parameters. The focus was on the case where there is an underlying mechanism to predict the future values of these parameters. The anticipated future costs of each configuration can be found, in which each configuration identifies a specific placement sequence of service instances. The goal was to find the optimal placement (configuration) of instances to minimize the average cost over time.
In contrast to slot-based decisions in the class of MDP approaches, the solution [58] makes decisions on the basis of a look-ahead window, whose size is optimized as a function of the prediction accuracy. Within the look-ahead window, optimal placement decisions are made using dynamic programming based on the predicted future costs.
An offline algorithm, that solves for the optimal configuration in a specific look-ahead time-window, was first proposed. Then, an online approximation algorithm with polynomial time-complexity is presented to find the placement in real-time whenever an instance arrives.
The effectiveness of the proposed approach was evaluated by simulations with both synthetic and real-world user-mobility traces. The method can work with more general cost functions, as long as future costs are predictable with known accuracy [53] , [58] . However, these predictions are hard to be computed accurately in real environments, and this difficulty increases with network dynamics and the heterogeneity of MEC applications.
Another approach that relies on MDP is SEGUE [59] , whose primary objective is to consistently meet reliable QoS standards for mobile users. It aims for optimal service migration in real time scenarios of dynamic environment. The optimization problem is formulated using MDP and incorporates both network and server states.
The system resolves service migration problems by using four individual processing modules. The first module is the State Collection module, which collects edge cloud network states and server workload. A reliable predicted QoS that accommodate a certain degree of mobile uncertainty is achieved through the QoS Prediction Module. The third module is the Edge Cloud Selection Module, which chooses the best edge cloud to migrate with using the aforementioned variables provided by the state collection and QoS prediction modules as inputs. Once the best edge cloud is selected, the Service Migration Module migrates the service from the source edge cloud to the optimal edge cloud. SEGUE performance was evaluated through an augmented reality application. The results demonstrate that SEGUE reduces the response time of this application significantly compared to the lowest load migration model and the least hop migration model.
Although this approach is more realistic than others by considering the server and the network situation, it suffers from a considerable computation overhead due to the prediction module which should predict the QoS to each application running on each user. Additionally, collecting the state for all mobile users raises the question about the scalability of such approach.
All previously mentioned approaches formulate the optimization problem using MDP. MDPs suffers from several drawbacks. First, it requires extensive knowledge of the statistics of the user mobility and request arrival processes that can be impractical to obtain in a dynamic network. Second, even with prior knowledge, the resulting problem can be computationally challenging to solve. Finally, any change in the statistics would make the previous solution suboptimal and require a new calculation to find the optimal solution [54] .
A performance-aware service migration approach is presented in INDICES (INtelligent Deployment for ubIquitous Cloud and Edge Services) [61] . The aim is to move cloudbased interactive services hosted in the centralized Cloud Data Center (CDC) to a Micro Data Center (MDC). This approach highlights an interesting problem called performance interference, which is an indirect consequence of service migration. Performance interference is an inherent property of any virtualized system that is caused by co-located applications contending for resources thereby leading to performance degradation [62] . The objective of INDICES is to assure the service level objectives for all the applications while minimizing the overall deployment cost. This cost includes the monetary allocation cost, and the operational costs of the running servers, such as the need for power and cooling. These objectives are met using an optimization problem, which is solved using a two-level cooperative and online process between system-level artifacts. INDICES is further extended in [43] , to be a part of a whole edge cloud architecture.
Some approaches do not limit their focus on minimizing the communication delay by moving the service closer to the user, but also minimizing the computation delay. For example [23] , [63] propose a technique for minimizing service delay in MEC by lowering the time for transmission and the time for processing simultaneously.
A mathematical model is formulated for evaluating service delay, which is expressed as the sum of processing delay and transmission delay. From this model, the factors affecting each type of delay are identified. It was found that the number of VM servers hosted by each VE node significantly affect the processing delay. Thus, VM migration is an effective technique to control the average processing delay. Additionally, it was shown that transmission delay is a function of the number of accommodated users and the transmission power of the VE nodes. Therefore, Transmission Power Control and VM migration (corresponding to user association) are candidates for managing transmission delay. Based on that, by finding the optimal values for these parameters, the service delay can be minimized. An optimization problem is formulated and solved by consecutively applying the partial derivatives method.
Through the optimal values of the parameters, the proposal is capable of controlling the transmission power of the VE nodes and deciding how many virtualized servers each of them can host. After, the management server proceeds to update user association and compares every association with its previous state, before the proposed procedure was executed. For all users that changed association, their corresponding virtualized servers are migrated from the original VE to the new one.
The main disadvantage of this approach is that the authors assume a VE environment where each VE node hosts a single VM for each accommodated user. This assumption is not the usual case of a real-world scenario. Additionally, the scenario is restricted with two VE nodes and has questionable ability to scale on more. User's mobility is not taken into consideration and the procedure proposed introduces overhead and its execution time must be configured wisely. Furthermore, this approach does not take into account the service downtime resulting from migrating the VM and consider it irrelevant compared to transmission and computing delay, although this must be considered as an important aspect of the computing delay.
In addition, as authors noted in [64] , this approach is only feasible for small amounts of edge nodes since that number corresponds to the number of transmission power levels and consequently decision variables. Moreover, brute force has a complexity that is exponential on the number of decision variables. Linear Programming techniques cannot be applied considering this is not a linear equation system, and derivatives and integrals only work with few decision variables or it will become too complex. This lead the authors to extend this work later in [64] and use instead the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) model [65] , an Artificial Intelligence technique, to achieve a low execution time and high efficiency. The approach was tested against No Migration approach and the Conventional approach and proved to outperform them.
Another approach that focuses on both transmission and computation delay is [38] , where authors design an algorithm for selecting the computing cell that increases user's satisfaction with the experienced delay due to data transmission and computing. The algorithm selects the computing cell based on a combination of users' requirements, application parameters, and the edge host status. At the same time, the approach tries to achieve load balance among individual cells equally to minimize overhead. The proposed algorithm, denoted as Application Considering Algorithm (ACA), exploits both cluster state parameters obtained from all SCeNBces and also parameters of the offloaded task derived from the offloading requests.
PRIMAL PRofIt Maximization Avatar pLacement [66] proposes a cloudlet network architecture, with the aim at providing ubiquitous computing resources to UEs while maintaining low End-To-End (E2E) delay. Each UE subscribes to one Avatar, a high-performance VM hosted in the cloudlet. On the top of the cloudlets, a Software Defined Networks (SDN) based cellular core network has been proposed to provide the most efficient communications paths between the VMs hosted by the different cloudlets as well as between UEs in different Base Stations (BSs).
The migration decision-making algorithm aims at optimizing the trade-off between the migration gain and the migration cost. The gain is described as a reduction of the E2E delay between the UE's BS and the UE's cloudlet (in which the UE's Avatar or VM is located). Meanwhile, the migration cost is considered to be proportional to the total migration time and the cost coefficient. The cost coefficient is the weighted sum of utilization of different resources (bandwidth, memory, disk I/O and CPU).
The problem is found to be a quadratic assignment problem which is proven to be NP-hard and then reducible to the PRIMAL problem, which is a concave quadratic optimization. Authors use the Mixed-Integer Quadratic Programming (MIQP) tool in CPLEX solver to find the heuristic solution of PRIMAL.
PRIMAL achieves the highest profit when compared to the other two Avatar placement strategies, i.e., FAR (which tries to minimize the E2E delay by neglecting the migration cost) and Static (which tries to minimize the migration cost without VOLUME 7, 2019 considering the E2E delay). However, the approach did not consider the cloudlet delay [67] .
All previous approaches follow the reactive strategy of VM migration, while other approaches try to predict beforehand the user's movement and make a migration decision based on this prediction as in [68] . In this work, the authors propose an algorithm that dynamically places the VMs considering the load of eNodeBs (eNBs) and selects a communication path between the UE and the eNB with the allocated VM. The algorithm is based on MDP and exploits mobility prediction. For each eNB in close proximity to the user, the SINR is predicted by applying SINRmap [69] on predicted UE's mobility. Communication capacity is predicted from predicted SINR and the number of UEs utilizing communication resources.
For each VM placement decision required, the eNB with the highest available capacity is selected, then the eNB with the highest predicted gain in capacity is selected for VM placement. Following the selection of eNB for VM placement, VM migration delay is predicted, and the option with the lower delay between the instantiation of a new VM and VM migration is selected. The user is then forced to do a handover to the eNB providing better service. This method was tested against other already mentioned proposals [53] and [29] and proved to outperform them in terms of the average offloading delay. Other proactive techniques are proposed in [13] , [70] , [71] .
To support ultra-short latency applications, authors of [13] consider proactive migration in a MEC cellular environment. The basic idea is to guarantee fast relocation by deploying multiple replicas of the user service in neighboring edge nodes, so to make services readily available if the handover to a different edge host is necessary. In this way, the long migration time required by on-demand service relocation could be drastically reduced. The mobility is predicted based on handover probability. An integer linear optimization problem was formulated and two solutions for replication-based service migration were proposed: the min-RM approach aims at minimizing the QoE degradation during user handover, and min-NSR approach favors the reduction of service replication cost. Simulation results proved the efficiency of each solution in achieving its design goal. However, the main problem with this approach is the restricted scenario where all the involved users require the same typology of service. Furthermore, only one service is associated with each user.
The authors extended their work by proposing a whole framework which implements this migration mechanism in [70] and [71] . The framework aims to support low-latency service provisioning by deploying container-based instances at the network edge.
Instead of migrating the whole service as suggested in [13] , the framework relies on maintaining replicas of specific services to reduce the overall service migration in case of user mobility. Then the services instances are activated proactively after anticipating the user's mobility. It also provides synchronization of the data among different replicas in case of storage-dependent applications.
This framework has some challenges, such as an appropriate analytical model to optimize the number of service replicas has not been defined. Efficient placement of the replicas at different edge nodes was not discussed. It also does not provide the support for stateful applications.
A proactive migration of virtualized functions in response to device mobility is proposed in [72] . The approach uses a predictive hand-off mechanism that moves a specific virtualized function into the most suitable MEC node before the user request. The suitability of the edge node is based on the consideration of multiple aspects, such as network statistics, availability, and recoverability. By dynamic proactive handoff scheme, the service is prepared in advance in the next MEC node. This minimizes the down time due to virtualized function migration. The predictive hand-off is complemented by a reactive behavior, necessary for the few cases when mobile devices request the migration and the needed VMs has not been migrated in advance, e.g, in the case of unexpected users' movements: service hand-off is performed in this case via requesting the discovery of a nearby MEC node.
To enable proactive migration, users location data (latitude and longitude) is stored on the global cloud to compose temporal data series. Periodically, the cloud performs data analysis on those historical time series, in order to predict next users' locations. To this purpose, a polynomial nonlinear regression technique is used. The choice of using a regression-oriented technique instead of other discrete statistical models, e.g., a Markov model, is to have a more accurate prediction, depending on historical data and implicitly considering other elements such as direction/speed of movement, temporal/spatial data locality, and the delta between consecutive sensed locations. However, regression analysis requires more resources than discrete models, both for storing large amounts of data and processing them.
A placement and migration method for providers of infrastructures that incorporate cloud and fog resources was presented in MigCEP [73] . It ensures application-defined End-to-End latency limitations and reduces network utilization by arranging the migration ahead of time. The plan is triggered when the latency restrictions are no longer preserved on the current broker (edge device where the VM is placed). A time graph is created, where the vertexes are the edge devices which can host the VM, the directed edges are weighted with the costs that are expected to occur in a time interval (the average bandwidth-delay products weighted with that interval). This comprises the expected migration costs and expected placement costs at the broker. Vertexes are omitted when the associated broker is not taken into consideration to host the VM. This is the case when latency restrictions are not expected to be preserved, or when local information on the migration targets resource reservations indicates that not enough resources are available to execute the operator at the potential target. The shortest path is determined. The migration itself starts out by sending the VM and immutable state to the selected migration target. The plan can be generated either locally at each operator or at a central coordinator, e.g., at a dedicated node in the cloud. A locally generated plan imposes an additional overhead related to a periodic exchange of plans (and feedback) with neighbors. The plan depends on a learned connection pattern that describes how probable it is for a source or consumer to change its connection to another leaf broker, after staying connected for a certain amount of time to its current leaf broker. Such learned probabilities are maintained in a graph, where each vertex represents a broker and has an edge to all neighboring brokers the source or consumer can connect to next. Each edge in the graph is annotated with the probability to change the connection and the average time a source or consumer is connected to a broker before it connects to the neighbor.
The approach is tested against two approaches: i) the static approach that does not perform any migration, and ii) the greedy approach that greedily select every few seconds the broker with the best placement cost. The results show that MigCEP outperforms both of them.
The main problem with this work is the lack of optimization due to the need for creating a time graph and executing the algorithm periodically. It also has a significant signaling overhead when the plan is exchanged between neighboring nodes. Further optimization is needed.
A different solution for VM migration [74] has the overall goal of minimizing service initiation time, which is the time from when the Mobile Device (MD) discovers a cloudlet to the time the MD starts offloading data. Four main steps are involved for the service initiation time: bind the MD with the cloudlet, transfer the VM overlay, decompress the VM overlay, and apply the VM overlay to the base VM to launch the VM. In order to reduce the delay caused by the service initiation time following the user movement away from the source cloudlet, the authors propose a seamless live VM migration technique between neighboring cloudlets. This VM migration is achieved with the prior knowledge of the migrating VM IP address in the destination cloudlet and with the use of Multipath Transport Protocol (MPTCP).
It was shown that the RTT behavior changes during migration. Thus, it is possible to distinguish: 1) Initial RTT, which is the average RTT between the migrating VM and the mobile device through the WAN before the migration process is started. 2) Actual average RTT, which is the average RTT during the migration process, and 3) Delta RTT, which is the difference between the actual average RTT and the initial RTT. The algorithm for migration decision-making considers three main parameters; the service initiation time, the VM migration time and the RTT during VM migration. If the RTT measured during the migration process is less than 150 msec, it means that the user is having a good QoE even through the WAN. Regardless of the total estimated VM migration time, the VM migration process will be performed. There is no need to trigger VM migration if the actual RTT during VM migration is greater than 1s since the service becomes useless for the user.
The algorithm must be implemented in each cloudlet. The estimation of the total VM migration time and delta RTT can be achieved through profiling. Applications and network resources profiler should be deployed in the system, which registers all VM migration results. Over time, the profiler provides precise information. Each cloudlet also can share their profiles to learn a wide variety of situations within a short time.
A number of experiments using emulation have demonstrated that the proposed approach [74] can be realized to support actual live VM migration. Further, the work presented an investigation of the performance of VM migration, including total live migration time, VM downtime, throughput, RTT and the performance of the TCP protocol. In Tables 1, we compare the different QoS-aware service migration approaches previously mentioned in terms of the focus and type. In Table 2 , we compare the different methodologies followed and their performances. Furthermore, Table 3 summarizes the main features of the scenarios considered when evaluating such approaches.
2) MIGRATION STRATEGY ORIENTED SOLUTIONS
Implementing an appropriate strategy to perform the migration is of substantial importance, and can offer many benefits for the overall migration process optimization. Therefore, some research was focused solely on migration technique such as [75] , which proposed a three-layer framework for migrating services in MEC. The goal was to reduce the service downtime and overall migration time. This is done by distinguishing the service application layer from a base layer, which includes the guest OS kernel and all other components that are required to make the service application selfcontained. The running state of an application is placed in a third layer called the instance layer. Then a copy of the base layer is kept in every MEC node so it does not have to be migrated in every migration. A base package with no services installed can have a large size (hundreds of megabytes and a few gigabytes for LXC and KVM). By avoiding migrating this layer, the service downtime is drastically minimized. The principal benefit of this framework is that it is built based on functionalities readily available in most container and VM technologies that are popular today, so that one does not need to have extensive knowledge on the technical details of the container or VM implementation to apply this framework. A further work [11] provides more a comprehensive discussion and experimentation results of this mechanism. However, keeping a copy of the base layer in each MEC node requires prior knowledge of the required OSs and kernels needed for the services. In addition, this approach suffers from drops of resource utilization due to the large amount of data pre-installed in MEC nodes which may not be used.
Another approach is proposed in [76] , which exploits Multipath Transport Control Protocol (MPTCP) [77] to speed up migration process and overcome both the network transparency and bandwidth limitations of VM migrations in edge clouds. The approach utilizes the aggregated throughput provided by MPTCP to parallelize migration, thus reducing migration time. It also relies on MPTCP resilience properties to lower latency after migration by automatically switching active network connections to the VM's new address, thus removing the need for a persistent tunnel. The system introduces a new iterative pre-copy algorithm for disk and memory, optimized for the lower bandwidths of edge clouds. The prototype performance was demonstrated on both a distributed public cloud and a lab-based edge cloud. Experiments show that it reduces migration time by up to 50% and in some scenarios increases clients post-migration throughput by almost 6x compared to typical tunneling approaches.
MPTCP is also used in other work [79] , which adopts an approach involving container-based cloudlets, and uses CRIU (Checkpoint/Restore in Userspace) as the chosen tool for migrating containers. CRIU is a tool that can be used to suspend an ongoing application (or part of it) and checkpoint it to a hard drive as a collection of files. Then, these files can be restored, enabling the application to run from the point it was suspended at. Additionally, to guarantee a better success of container migration, this paper leverages MPTCP. With its help, multiple paths, i.e. subflows between the container (the source) and the remote host (the destination) can be established. If one subflow goes down during migration, the traffic would seamlessly switch to other subflows, ensuring the continuity of the established MPTCP connection. However, the results of the experimental work on this approach showed very big migration time (more than 240s), which is intolerable for latency-sensitive applications.
In [80] , a seamless live VM migration is achieved with the prior knowledge of the migrating VM IP address in the destination edge host and with MPTCP. Reference [80] proposes two additional features on top of MPTCP. The first feature is to have two virtual interfaces instead of one on each VM. One interface operates during normal operation and the other one operates when a VM migration is triggered. The second added feature is to let the VM instance knows its future IP address. The new VM IP address is the next odd IP address of the paired mobile device IP address. Such IP address assignment mechanisms help in reducing TCP disruption and improve overall performance. However, the IP assignment technique can be problematic in scenarios with larger scales. For example, assuming one VM has the IP address 10.0.0.3 and another with the IP address 10.0.0.4, and both are required to be migrated at the same time. Taking the next odd IP address for each VM as a future IP address will create a conflict in this scenario.
Some approaches try to reduce the total VM migration time by using techniques inspired by VM synthesis. Dynamic VM synthesis [5] leverages the fact that most VM images are derived from a small number of widely-used base VM images (typically Linux or Windows) that can pre-deployed on the edge hosts. The desired application-specific VM image, referred to as the ''launch VM'', is initially created through a slow offline process that involves the installation of an application-specific software into a base VM. This also includes the installation of the dynamically-linked libraries and toolchains. The VM overlay is the binary difference between a launch VM and its base VM. The VM overlay's small size is the key to the previous work on rapid provisioning [82] . When instantiating the VM, the launch VM is reconstituted by applying the overlay to its respective base VM. Synthesizing a VM faces many challenges such as security, trust and compatibility problems as discussed in [5] . In addition to it raising the question of what is the adequate edge node sizing should be.
A real-time VM handoff is proposed in [78] as a technique for seamlessly transferring VM-encapsulated execution to a more optimal offload site, to cope with the consequences of user mobility. This approach is inspired by VM synthesis. However, rather than overlay creation being a one-time offline operation, a series of overlays are generated afresh at runtime on the source edge node during the course of a single VM handoff. The time for overlay creation, which was ignored in earlier work because it was an offline operation, now becomes a significant limiting factor. In addition, the tuning parameters (such as compression algorithm) used in overlay creation are dynamically re-optimized at runtime in order to reflect the current relative costs of network transmission and edge node computation. Thus, although VM handoff have similar concepts to VM synthesis, it represents a substantial new mechanism on its own.
The VM handoff solution [78] accounts for three considerations:(a) optimizing for total handoff time rather than downtime; (b) dynamically adapting to WAN bandwidth and edge host load, and (c) leveraging existing VM state at edge node. To efficiently discover and encode the differences between current VM state at the source and already-present VM state at the destination, a pipeline of processing stages is used. This delta encoding is then de-duplicated and compressed (using parallelization wherever possible) and then transferred. The algorithms and parameters used in these stages are chosen to match current processing resources and network bandwidth.
The study is made under the assumption that the allimportant variables of when and where to migrate were known. These assumptions cannot be made in the real world since the conditions that can trigger the migration of a virtualized service may vary widely. The tradeoff between the cost of migration and any real QoS improvement must be taken into consideration. Additionally, despite the remarkable efforts, the results still show significant values of total migration times, which could cause a notable degradation of QoE in MEC environment, since degraded E2E latency persists until the end of the operation [70] . Furthermore, the approach is reactive, i.e., the migration is triggered only when the VOLUME 7, 2019 user moves to a different edge node. This means that some degradation in the service may already be noted before the migration is triggered.
The same concept of VM synthesis was exploited in another work [72] . In this work, the experiments determined that the overall time to complete handoff has to be 172.52 seconds, with a total VM downtime (generating mobile service unavailability and service interruption) perceived by the client of 1.60 seconds, because of the proactive migration and VM synthesis described previously. While these values look promising, they still required improvements from at least two orders of magnitude in order to support scenarios with real-time mobility.
Another technique [81] was proposed where virtual disk migration is avoided during the VM/avatar handoff process. This is done by pre-deploying a number of the VMs replicas among edge nodes. The edge node which contains one of the VM replicas is defined as the Avatar's available cloudlet. Thus, an Avatar can only be migrated to its available cloudlets.
After deploying the replicas of each UE's Avatar among cloudlets, the Avatar can be handed off among its available cloudlets based on the UE's location. Optimally, when the UE roams into a new location, the Avatar will be handed off to the cloudlet, which incurs the lowest E2E among all available nodes. However, each cloudlet has its CPU and memory capacity, and so the Avatar may not be handed off to the optimal one because the optimal cloudlet may not have sufficient residual capacity to host the Avatar. Therefore, an Avatar replica placement problem is formulated and the LatEncy Aware Replica placemeNt (LEARN) algorithm is proposed to solve the problem. By considering the capacity limitation of each VE, another algorithm, named LatEncy aware Avatar hanDoff (LEAD), is proposed to optimally place UEs' Avatars among the cloudlets in each time slot such that the average E2E delay between UEs and Avatars is minimized.
Simulation results demonstrate that applying the LEARN algorithm in the cloudlet network architecture can significantly reduce the average E2E delay between UEs and their Avatars during the day as compared to the traditional centralized cloud architecture (i.e., all the UEs' Avatars are located in the central cloud). Furthermore, the LEAD algorithm can still maintain a low average E2E delay by selecting suitable parameters in terms of the number of the replicas for each Avatar and the capacity of each VE. We summarize the various techniques used for migration with the aim of reducing the migration downtime in Table 4 .
V. TOOLS TO SUPPORT THE DESIGN OF NEW SOLUTIONS
Several simulators and tools have been introduced to facilitate the development of cloud computing and virtualization models such as CloudSim [83] , GreenCloud [84] , DCsim [85] , iCanCloud [86] , CloudNet [87] , EMUSIM [88] and Eucalyptus [89] . On the other hand, simulation of edge computing is supported by a smaller number of tools such as EdgeCloudSim [90] and iFogSim [91] . In both cloud computing and edge computing, only a few simulators support scenarios involving VM migration.
While CloudSim is considered to be the most common platform for cloud computing simulation, it lacks a proper model for VM live migration. The VM in CloudSim is represented as an entity with a specific id, image size (MB), memory, bandwidth, MIPS, and set of CPUs. When the migration is triggered (in CloudSim) the migration delay is only considered to be as delay = RAM BW 2 , where half of the bandwidth (BW) is for transmitting the RAM, while the other half is for standard VM communication, without taking into consideration aspects such as the dirty page rate. Therefore, CloudSim is supporting only cold and not live migration.
GreenCloud [84] also implements VM migration in a simplified way, without the support of live migration. Here, the total size of the VM is divided into packets transferred from the source host to the target host, ignoring memory changes in the case the VM is still running, thus only considering idle VMs for migration.
VMs in DCsim [85] are also considered entities with specific storage, memory, CPU and bandwidth utilization. The migration process is only represented as an event between the source and the target, where the resources are allocated in the target and released from the source. DCsim [85] also considers a static service time penalty and CPU overhead as a result of the VM migration. These values are configurable and not calculated based on a mathematical model for each VM. iCanCloud [86] , on the other hand, takes into consideration the rate of dirty pages of the VM, but does not take into consideration the physical layer between the users and the cloud, and only represents the users as entities to submit jobs to VMs located in the cloud.
The same issue appears in CloudNet [87] where the dirty page rate is considered when estimating the total size of the VM to be migrated. However, the physical medium and its effect on the migration process are ignored, and the migration process is only considered as an event of allocation and deallocation of resources.
EdgeCloudSim [90] and iFogSim [91] are extensions to CloudSim that support edge and fog computing. Still, they have no support for VM or task migration between edge hosts. myiFogSim [92] is an extension to iFogSim to support virtual machine migration policies for mobile users. This software supports three VM migration techniques: 1) full VM migration where an image of the entire VM is created and delivered to the transport layer, 2) container migration, and 3) live migration based on live-migration post-copy, where the system and the user data that are not in the main memory are delivered first and then the data in the main memory is delivered [93] . The main problem with myiFogSim lies in its restriction to fog environments. Table 5 summarizes the characteristics of the previously mentioned tools.
Cloud Management Platforms (CMPs) have been provided by public cloud vendors aiming at managing the resources provided by the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud. These platforms hold responsibility for monitoring, provisioning, orchestrating, and automating services and applications residing in the cloud.
IBM Cloud Orchestrator [94] , AppFormix [95] , and ServiceNow Cloud Management [96] are some of the common CMPs. There are also some open-source platforms such as Apache CloudStack [97] , OpenStack [98] , Cloudify [99] and OpenNebula [100] . These platforms provide utilities and solutions to support service migration as part of their functionality. In particular, OpenStack is very relevant to these scenarios, as it is being used as the underlying solution for most of the proof of concepts and integration work. Furthermore, all of the major virtualization providers offer independent live migration tools, such as VMware vMotion [101] , Microsoft Hyper-V [102] , Citrix XenMotion [103] , and CloudEndure Migration [104] , which could be used to implement dynamic solutions in virtualized edges.
VI. CHALLENGES IN SERVICE MIGRATION FOR VE IN 5G NETWORKS
Based on the careful analysis of the state of the art, we can identify some research challenges left unhandled or even unmentioned, which we find relevant to discuss. We consider that without solutions for these challenges, the reliability and confidence of VE enabled networks will be sub-par with traditional Telco networks. The consequence is that the milestones for 5G networks, especially those related to latency and reliability, will not be met in a near future. These challenges can be summarized as per the following paragraphs.
A. OPTIMAL IDENTIFICATION OF THE SERVICE TO BE MIGRATED
The problem of service migration requires the answers of three questions: when to migrate the service? where to migrate it? and which service should be migrated?. While the first two questions have been handled in several studies, the later has not been considered yet. Most approaches previously presented require the same service typology for multiple instances or restrict the scenario to a single service instance as can be noted from Table 3 . However, in realworld scenarios, situations with multi-users running multiple services simultaneously are more common, or even the norm. These services may differ in criticality, delay restrictions, and resource allocation. This adds complexity to the decisionmaking process of the service migration.
B. DECISION-MAKING RESPONSIBILITY
Choosing the location of the entity responsible for deciding the service migration can be critical to the performance of migration decision making and execution.
Three options can be considered: a) A localized approach i.e either the source or the destination edge device is responsible for triggering the migration. The source edge can trigger the migration in case of proactive migration. Meanwhile, the destination edge can trigger the migration after receiving information from the source edge or from the user. b) A centralized approach of decision making. In this approach, the data center or controller entity is responsible for making the deciding of migration.
c) The last approach is the distributed approach, where intermediate entities residing at the edge of the network or one tier above the edge are responsible for monitoring edge devices and users equipment in certain areas and migrating the services when needed.
C. DECISION-MAKING ALGORITHM EXECUTION
Most service migration models recalculate the optimal edge cloud for mobile users randomly or periodically. The interval period for such recalculation has not been not fully analyzed or studied.
Nevertheless, determining the optimal recalculation interval is essential. Since running optimization models such as MDP is a computationally intensive task, short recalculation intervals introduce heavy overheads to the server. Conversely, longer recalculation intervals may translate into lazy migration resulting in periods of transgression of QoS guarantees.
Furthermore, proactive migration in VE environment requires real-time feeds about network and servers states. Collecting this information should also be performed at specific intervals. If such interval was not chosen wisely, it might result in flooding the network with overheads. This issue has not been discussed in any of the previous models.
D. STATEFUL SERVICE MIGRATION
Although this challenge has been mentioned before, it has not been studied thoroughly. Most works focused on stateless applications. However, from our experience, most applications are stateful in the sense that users will login, or have some specific preferences that customize service delivery. Bindings to databases, filesystems and to other services may also be considered. This makes the VM handover process more complex as not only the communication flows with the UE must be kept, but also the VM binding must be migrated. In some sense, the VM acts as a mobile entity, similar to a UE, doing handovers in the network edge.
E. MULTIPLE VM LIVE MIGRATIONS
Chain VM migrations and Network functions migration have not been studied thoroughly in the literature. In particular, it seems clear that VM migration for multiple VMs should not be done simultaneously, or at least should be done with care. Instantiation of a new VM will consume more resources than the one needed when the VM is in a steady state. Therefore, VM migration will have an impact on other VMs in the destination VE host, and this impact must be considered.
F. PROACTIVE/REACTIVE REPLICATION
Most approaches studied were focused on making migrationdecision reactively. These approaches suffer from significant computation overhead and questionable scalability. On the other hand, the approaches that adopted the proactive approach, despite being a proper approach for providing minimum delay, suffer from a significant waste of resources. This is due to instantiating multiple replicas in different locations to handle mobility uncertainty. Most of these replicas might not be needed. This can be compensated if more sophisticated mobility prediction mechanisms are added.
G. POST-MIGRATION PROCESS
After taking the decision of migration, two additional procedures should be handled. They are a) handling IP address change (in case of WAN migration) and b) redirecting the traffic without any loss. Only few works have explicitly considered these procedures such as [80] . Taking an efficient way to assign the IP address can help optimize the migration procedure significantly.
H. COST DILEMMA
Most approaches assume specific structures of the cost function that are related to the locations of users and service instances. Additionally, most of the costs considered are presumed to be similar in all edges. However, the heterogeneity of the edge devices may cause these costs to differ extremely. This will make such cost functions incapable of presenting the actual cost, resulting in unoptimized decision.
I. MIGRATION, HAND-OFF AND OFFLOADING
All three concepts are highly depending on each other. Service migration is the process of transferring or migrating an edge node application to another node. The offloading describes the process where a mobile user can access and offload computation jobs to nearby edge host to be executed instead of executing them locally on the device. Offloading improves the performance and reduce local execution cost. The handoff is the process of transferring the communication link between the user and the network from one base station to another.
The common scenario for reactive migration is where a user is first connected to a source edge, offloading some of its tasks while on the move. The tasks are computed in a VM located on this edge host. The user's movement will result in a drop of Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) perceived by the user and the possibility of getting closer to another edge with better RSSI. This will urge the user to demand a handoff process so it can be connected to this new edge (destination). However, this handoff will result into a longer path between the VM performing the computing and the user, where the computation results must transverse from the computing edge (source) to the destination edge to the user. To minimize the delay resulting from the longer path, VM migration is triggered.
To optimally handle the user movement in VE environments and to provide the least delay possible, all three aspects (offloading, handoff and migration) must be optimized simultaneously. However, even considering this to be vital for VE deployments, no complete framework has been proposed.
For future works this relationship should be highlighted, so to minimize the overall delay introduced from all three procedures. Additionally, more sophisticated mobility prediction mechanism should be utilized in the proactive service migration approaches.
J. SIMULATION PLATFORMS AND SUPPORT TOOLS
As discussed in section V, most cloud simulators provide a very basic implementation for VM migration. They consider a VM of a fixed size and disregard the memory and disk state changes. This represents cold migration processes only. Very few simulators provide an implementation to live VM migration, and even so, only in a very simple model.
VII. FUTURE WORK DIRECTIONS
Some of the identified challenges can benefit from existing mechanisms. For instance, handover prediction methods [105] - [107] can avail proactive service migration in choosing the target edge node to host the migrated service. Additionally, service downtime can be minimized by adopting novel migration mechanisms such as thread-based or paralleled live migrations [108] , [109] , which efficiently migrate memory intensive VMs by creating multiple threads parallel to the VM threads in the hypervisors at both source and destination hosts, coupled with compression techniques. Theses threads function as controllers, memory page transmitters and dirty pages transmitters and receivers. However, the hypervisors and in particular, the orchestrators of virtualized telco environments, are slow to treat migration and overall provisioning, requiring work to be developed to streamline interfaces and policies triggering migration.
VM migration time can be minimized by adopting several approaches such as a) leveraging the existing VM snapshots in backup servers [110] , b) taking advantage of Storage Area Network (SAN) and transferring the attachment to the persistent data instead of the data itself, or even exploiting the existence of a Network Attached Storage (NAS) in simpler scenarios [111] . The development of intelligent solutions allowing multiple attachments to the same persisted object, with locking capabilities at a large scale, is still a challenge. Distributed file systems which can provide high performance over scenarios of heterogeneous coupling (high in the core, loose near the edge), are a strong research direction for future work.
Avoiding redundant re-transmission of memory pages by combining the migration process with dirty pages predictions was explored in several works [112] - [114] , as well as memory compression techniques [115] - [117] . Still, as the infrastructure of a 5G network encompasses a large area (such as a country), deduplication exploring data locality from neighbor virtualization hosts can be explored here. This requires strong coordination but can provide rapid reconstruction of a migrated service if it is popular. In this context, the initial placement of edge servers can significantly influence service performance. The development of strategies for intelligent server placement and service deployment mechanisms is important, as it can help reduce access delay and may result in avoiding service migration altogether [37] , [118] , [119] .
Joint optimization of computation offloading and service migration can minimize service downtime. For instance, executing computation tasks locally on the device, during the service freeze phase of the migration process, can help diminishing some of the service downtime. However, this requires tight integration of UE and the virtualized edge, with code offloading to be done in a bidirectional way. The works related to generalized offloading of code (and not functions), are still in their early stages, and clear solutions are required.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The research community is actively developing solutions capable of enabling the 5G vision, to which we require a flexible and low latency communication infrastructure. Network Virtualization techniques, especially when applied to the edge of the network are very promising.
We discussed a variety of works that focus on the added challenges brought by that vision. In particular, handover processes due to UE mobility will become extremely more expensive, and VM migration is a key aspect to be addressed. However, there are other aspects that must be catered for, such as the heuristics driving the decision processes, and the overall coordination of the process. We show that, while some solutions present opportunities for further developments, the area is still very far from a generalized solution, or even from a solution capable of providing overall mobility and service continuity in VE environments. This is particularly critical when considering strict QoS and QoE requirements, which will be increasingly dominant in future wireless cellular environments. We have identified some of the areas where research should be developed in order to overcome current technology shortcomings.
